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Does Conflict Beget Conflict? Explaining
Recurring Civil War*
BARBARA F. WALTER
Graduate School of International Relations and Pacific Studies, University of
California, San Diego
This article attempts to explain why some countries experiencecivil wars while others do not. It argues
that renewed war is likely to have less to do with the attributes of a previous war, as many people have
argued, than with current incentives individual citizens have to rejoin a rebel group. Civil wars will
have little chance to get off the ground unless individual farmers,shopkeepers, and potential workers
choose to enlist in the rebel armies that are necessaryto pursue a war, and enlistment is only likely to
be attractivewhen two conditions hold. The first is a situation of individual hardship or severe dissatisfactionwith one's currentsituation. The second is the absence of any nonviolent means for change.
An analysis of all civil wars ending between 1945 and 1996 suggests that a higher quality of life and
greateraccess to political participation have a significant negativeeffect on the likelihood of renewed
war. Countries that provide higher levels of economic well-being to their citizenry and create an open
political system areless likely to experiencemultiple civil wars regardlessof what happened in a previous
conflict.

repeatedlyover time.1 Empirically,however,
we know that most civil wars are not
Civil wars create what has been called a
destined to repeatthemselves.Between 1945
conflict trap (see Collier & Sambanis,2002).
and 1996, only 36% of civil wars were
Societies that have experiencedone civil war
followed by an additional war.2 Single civil
are significantly more likely to experience a
wars, like those that broke out in Argentina,
second or thirdwar than aresocietieswith no
Greece, and Costa Rica, are more the norm.
prior history of violence. Indonesia, Iraq, Given this variation,what
explainswhy some
Burundi, Rwanda, Sri Lanka, and Iran, for
countriesexperiencerecurringcivil war while
example, have all experiencedrecurringcivil others do not?
warswhere violence broke out not once, but
What little has been written about civil
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IAcrosscases,therewas no consistentpatternin the timing
of renewedwar. Countriesexperiencedrenewedcivil war
as soon as two yearsafterone war ended, as was the case
in Iran,and as long as 33 yearslater,as was the casein Iraq.
The median durationof peace in conflicts that occurred
between 1945 and 1996 was 14 years.Thus, even a decade
of peacewas no guaranteethat a countrywould not experience civil war again.
2 Of the 58 casesof civilwarthat ended between 1945 and
1996, 22 experiencedrenewedwar.
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war recurrencehas tended to focus on the
characteristicsor attributes of the previous
war to explain why a second or third war
might occur (see Licklider, 1995; Doyle &
Sambanis, 2000; and Hartzell, Hoddie &
Rothchild, 2001). In this view, earlierwars
set the stage for conflicts that occur in later
years because the original grievances were
not resolved, because violence exacerbated
ethnic divisions making coexistencedifficult,
because war ended in unstable compromise
settlements, or because the human costs of
war created psychological barriers to
building peace.
In what follows, I arguethat none of these
factors will lead to a second or third war in
the absenceof strong economic and political
incentives for the averagecitizen to fight. A
distinguishing feature of civil wars is the
need for rebel leaders to recruit sufficient
soldiers to man a rebel army.Civil wars will
have little chance to get off the ground unless
individual farmers, shopkeepers, and
workers voluntarily choose to enlist in the
armies that are necessaryto pursue war, and
it is the underlying political and economic
conditions that make enlistment attractive
that are likely to drive a second or third civil
war (as well as the initial war). Only if we
identify these micro-levelmotives for recruitment can we begin to explain why civil wars
arise in some countries and not others, and
why individuals who were once willing to
join an army may or may not be willing to
join again.3
An analysisof every country year in every
country experiencing a civil war between
1945 and 1996 suggests that basic living
conditions and the averageperson'saccess to
3 I am not the first person to identify rebel recruitment as
an important factor in civil war. Elbadawi (2001), Collier
& Hoeffler (2001), and Fearon & Laitin (2003) have all
identified the differential ability to recruit as a possible
cause of war, and Gates (2002) has argued that rebel retention is a key variable in the duration of civil war. In
addition, for a classic argument on the importance of rebel
recruitment, see Mao (1967).
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political participation have a significant
effect on the likelihood of renewed war,
regardlessof what has alreadyhappenedin a
previous conflict. Countries whose citizens
enjoy high levels of economic well-beingand
have access to a more open political system
are significantly less likely to experience
multiple civil wars than autocraticcountries
with low levels of individual welfare.Other
factors such as the duration of war and the
willingness of a government to partition
territory also had a significant effect on
whether another war surfaces, but these
effects matter only for certain types of
renewed war. This suggests that war is
unlikely to resurface unless individual
citizens have pressing personal reasons for
enlisting in a rebel organization.

Explaining RecurringCivil War
Current explanationsfor repeatwar tend to
fall into one of three camps: (1) those that
focus on why the original war began, (2)
those that focus on how the originalwarwas
fought, and (3) those that focus on how the
original war ended.
Why the Original WarBegan
Scholars of civil war have long argued that
some types of disputes are more difficult to
reconcile than others and thus more likely to
lead to repeatconfrontations.Civil warsthat
are fought between competing identity
groups are believed to be particularly
intractable since, as Gurr (2000: 66) has
observed, 'cultural identities - those based
on common descent, experience, language,
and belief - tend to be stronger and more
enduring than most civic and associational
identities'. Moreover, once war breaks out,
ethnic identities and hatredstend to become
cemented in ways that make cooperationand
coexistence between the groups even more
difficult, and these arethe warsthat arelikely
to recur over time (see Rothchild & Groth,
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1995; and Kaufmann, 1996, 1998). The
recurringconflict in the Balkans, as well as
the repeatedviolence between groupssuch as
the Hutus and Tutsis,Turksand Armenians,
Jews and Arabs are often identified as
examplesof this.
Rebel demands are also thought to affect
the likelihood of repeatconflict. Rebelswho
seek extreme objectives such as the elimination of an incumbent regime or the revolutionary overthrow of an entrenched
political, economic, or social system have
defined the conflict in a way that makes a
stable long-term settlement less likely. Not
only do extreme demands tend to lock
partiesinto positions that lead to bargaining
deadlocks, but public statements seeking
extreme goals also raise expectations in the
minds of supporters that these goals are
attainable, making compromise more difficult. Wars might end temporarily,but will
re-emergeas soon as one or both sides have
regroupedsufficientlyto seek a more satisfying solution.

EXPLAINING

RECURRING

CIVIL

WAR

true, then parties involved in more costly
wars should be more eager to restart their
conflict than if they had faced fewer costs
and sustained less suffering.
Costly wars, however, could have the
opposite effect. Countries that have experienced a particularlydevastatingcivil war may
be less vulnerable to a second or third war
because supplies have been exhausted,
soldiersfatigued, or popularsupport used up
(Rosen, 1972). In this case, wars are less
likely to recur because the resources and
resolve needed to launch additional wars are

lacking.
Finally, the length of a conflict may also
provide important information about the
government'srelativestrength and their own
chances of winning a war. Smith & Stam
(2002: 7), for example, have argued that
'wars that end quickly, leaving one or both
sides still quite uncertain about the true
balance of power, are much more likely to
reopen than those wars that end not only
with agreement about the balance of power
but also little doubt about the certainty of
that agreement'.Long wars, therefore,act as
How the Original War WasFought
A second set of arguments focuses on the an important information source, with more
costs of a previouswar to determinewhether accurate information helping to prevent
combatantsare likely to return to the battle- renewed conflict in the future.
field. Three mechanisms in particular are
purportedto make war more or less likely in How the Original WarEnded
the aftermath of especially costly fighting: Other scholarspoint to how the originalwar
the desire for retribution,combat weariness, ended to predict whether it will start again,
and increasedinformation about combatant and three arguments tend to be made. The
capabilities. In a preliminary study of first focuses on the degree to which combatviolence in civil wars, Kalyvas(2000) found ants are able to reconcile the main grievances
that 'personal vengeance was a recurrent driving the war. Governments that are
motive' for participation in war. Wars that willing to addressand settle key rebel grievinflict high costs on combatants and their ances are believed to have a higher chance of
supporters could exacerbate animosity avoiding renewedviolence than governments
between them and create a strong desire for that leave important issues unanswered.5
retributioneven afterthe war ends.4If this is Once the main motivation driving a rebel
movement has been addressed,the organiz4These more violent wars may also indicate a greater ation should dissipate, and wars should end.
willingness(or tolerance)on both sides to pay the costs of
war.Divisionsin thesewarsmaybe so intensethat they are
unlikelyto subsideeven well into the future.

5 For argumentsthat focus on grievancesas a main cause
of war,see Gurr (1971) and Tilly (1978).
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The second argument focuses on a war's
outcome to determine whether it will recur.
Wars that end in a decisive military victory
for one side are believed to be less likely to
resume for one of two reasons.The first has
to do with information. Decisive outcomes
may impart more information about the
victor'srelativestrength than those that end
in some type of compromise settlement. In
this case, potential challengersknow they will
face a relativelystrong and resolute victor if
they choose to act, and may be deterredfrom
rebelling as a result. A decisive victory may
also deter additional challengesfor a second
reason. In civil wars, the victorious party
almost always gains full control over the
instruments of state, allowing it to consolidate powerin the aftermathof war (Zartman,
1989, 1995; Wagner,1993, 1994). This consolidation is likely to increase its strength
relativeto other groups in society, increasing
costs of rebelling and encouragingpotential
opponents to remainquiet. If the decision to
rise up rests on the expected costs and
benefits of fighting a particularopponent,
then decisivevictories that allow largepower
asymmetriesto be institutionalizedshould be
followed by fewer additionalwars.
A third argument focuses on the geographicdistributionof the combatantsat the
end of the war,and two opposing predictions
are made. Kaufmann (1996, 1998) has
argued that conflicts that leave the combatants physically separated are less likely to
restart.This is because groups divided into
separate homogeneous regions have less
reason to fear a surprise attack, and fewer
incentives to launch a pre-emptive attack of
their own. Walter (2004), however, argues
that partition should have the opposite
effect, where a division of territoryis likely
to triggeradditional wars ratherthan peace.
In this case, partition servesto signal to other
ethnic groups that the government is conciliatory and will likely acquiesce to their own
demands for greater self-rule. The result
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should be a greaternumberof challengesand
more war.
Argument
In what follows, I argue that factorsrelated
to rebel recruitment will be at least as
important in determining where war will
recur as factors associated with a previous
war.The argumentrestson the simpleobservation that for civil warsto resume,hundreds
or thousands of individual citizens must
actively choose to re-enlist with a rebel
organization. Rebel leaders do not have the
luxury to call on a standing armyor forcibly
conscript citizens should grievances or
opportunities for rebellions arise. Instead,
they must recruitand remobilizesoldiersfor
each individual campaign. This places the
onus for renewed war on ordinary people
and the trade-offs they must make for
returning to war or staying at peace, and
their decision to enlist or not enlist is likely
to be based on very personal cost calculations. The attributesof a previouswar may
matter, but civilians are not going to transform themselvesfrom shopkeepersback into
soldiersunlessthe conditions that existat any
givenpoint in time encouragethis transformation.
Enlistment, therefore,is likely to become
attractive when two conditions hold. The
first and most important is a situation of
individual hardship or severe dissatisfaction
with one's current situation. The status quo
must be perceivedto be worse than the possibility of death in combat, a condition I call
'misery'.The second is the absence of any
nonviolent means for change. Violence must
be perceivedas the only availabletool for the
average citizen to improve his or her situation, a condition which can be termed'lack
of voice'. Becauserebelrecruitmentis vital to
the emergence of war, countries with high
levels of individual hardship and restricted
outlets for nonviolent change should be
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EXPLAINING RECURRING CIVIL WAR

more likely to experiencerecurringcivil war,
regardlessof what happened in the past.6
The fact that soldiers must be recruited
for each distinct conflict does not mean that
different individuals fight each war. If the
theory is correct, the soldier who enlists in
one war is likely to be the same soldier who
enlists againand again.This is becauseenlistment is likely to come disproportionately
from poor sectorsof society and those sectors
who feel particularlymarginalizedpolitically.
In addition, individuals who were once
soldiers are arguably more likely to rejoin
rebel groups becausethey know the organization, the organization knows them, and
because they may have problems reintegrating into society. The fact that personal
motives for joining may be connected to a
previous experience with fighting does not
reduce the importance of current incentives
to enlist. States with higher living standards
and those with more open, competitive
political systemsshould still be able to escape
this conflict trap simply by reducing the
incentives for these individuals to fight.
Focusing on the immediate incentives for
enlistment, therefore, helps explain why
individuals who were once willing to join a
rebel army are then unwilling to join again.
Individualswill have few incentives to enlist
once their living standardshave reached the
point where the potential net benefits from
fighting no longer exceed the status quo. A
particularlyclearexampleof this relationship
can be found in Indonesia. Aceh's rebel
organization,known as GAM, had a difficult
time recruitingmembers between 1976 and
1989 owing in part to increased individual
income levels, increased GDP, and rapid

economic growth (Ross, 2003). The same
individuals who had been willing to fight
with GAM for independence from Jakarta
between 1976 and 1979 were no longer
willing to fight once their economic situation
had improved, and conflict dissipated even
though the movement's main objective
(independence) had not been met. Enlistment significantly dropped even though no
concessionshad been made to the separatists.
As living standardsimprove,the incentivesto
risk one's life to change the status quo
decreases, even if grievances and animosity
remain.
I should emphasizethat the focus on individual incentives for enlistment does not
mean that it is the only factor necessaryfor
a civil war to resume.For a civil war to occur,
intergroupantagonismsand grievancesmust
exist, leadersmust emerge to coordinate and
manage recruitment, and resources and
supplies must be available to support the
movement over time.7 In addition, there is
more to the incentive structureof individuals
than just declining standards of living and
access to political participation. An individual's willingness to enlist in a rebel
organization is likely to also be affected by
his or her propensityto accept risk, as well as
his or her political preferencesand opinions.
Civil wars will not emerge simply because
individual citizens wish to improve their
standard of living and have no political
means to do so; a life of poverty in a onepartystate does not guaranteethat a civil war
will erupt. This article seeks only to show
that citizen participationis an importantand
understudied factor in the ability of these
movements to get off the ground.

6 Collier& Hoeffler(2002) werethe firstto
arguethat the
opportunitycosts for potentialrecruitswerelikely to be a
main determinant in the outbreak of civil war. My
argumentis differentas it maintainsthat individualsare
drivento join rebellionsas a meansto improveextremely
low standardsof living, not to obtain profit. In my
interpretation,individualsare motivatedby desperation,
not greed.

7 Kuran (1989), for example, has shown how collective
action problems can hinder the outbreak of rebellion.
Collierhas focusedmorecloselyon the financialincentives
of rebellion,where the existenceof lootable commodities
can help encouragerebellion. For discussions on other
issuesnecessaryto recruitand sustainrebelorganizations,
see especiallyGates(2002) and Collier& Hoeffler(2001).
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ResearchMethodology

from the factorsthat lead a new set of combatants to initiate a new war, I createdtwo
The aimof thisarticleis to presentandtesta
additional variables, Repeat War and New
thathighlights
theoryof civilwarrecurrence
War.A war was coded as a RepeatWarif it
the importanceof individualincentivesto
was fought by the same combatantsfor the
fight. It is, in other words,an attemptto same
goals as the originalwar and met all the
incorporatethe calculationsof the average
criteriaoutlined above.Of the 58 civil
rebelrecruitinto our understanding
of civil coding
wars in the dataset, 14 ultimatelyresultedin
war onset.To be includedin the analysis,a
repeat wars. In these 14 cases, combatants
countryhad to experiencea civil war that
stopped
fighting and often signed detailed
ended between1946 and 1996 as basedon
that outlined the transition to
agreements
the codingcriteriaproposedby theCorrelates
and the new form of governmentonly
peace
of War(CoW)project.8
To be codedasa civil
to go back to war at a later point in time. A
warin theCorrelates
of Wardataset,caseshad
numberof countriessuch as Burmaand Iraq,
to involveat least1,000 battledeathswithin
however, experienced multiple unrelated
a givenyearforthe domesticpartof the war.
wars.The last dependent variable,New War,
Competingtheorieswerethen testedusinga was thus coded 1 for
any yearin which a subcross-sectional
time-series
formatwithannual
war between new combatantsbroke
sequent
in each countryas the unit of
observations
out and 0 otherwise.Of the 58 casesof civil
on this format and these
Based
analysis.
war that ended between 1946 and 1996, 8
was
criteria,a datasetof 1,151 country-years
were followed by new wars.

created.9
The Appendixliststhe 58 conflicts
fromwhichthesecountryyearsweredrawn.10

Measuring the Dependent Variables

In orderto see which of the theoriespresented above help predict the conditions
underwhichcountrieswill experiencerecurringcivilwar,I createdthreedependentvariables.A binaryvariable,Subsequent
War,was
firstfashionedto examinethe generalcauses
of any kind of subsequentconflict.It was
coded 1 for the year in which a renewedwar

brokeout regardless
of who the combatants
wereandwhattheirgoalswere,and 0 for all
othercountry-years."
Sinceit is possiblethat
the factorsthatleadthe sameset of combatants to restarta war may be very different
8 For greater elaboration, see Small & Singer (1982).

' Country-years with an ongoing war were dropped and
are not included in the dataset.
is available at http://wwwAppendix
10 The
irps.ucsd.edu/irps/faculty/bfwalter/data.html.
" This information was obtained from the Correlates of
War dataset, and Walter (2002); see http://wwwMore inirps.ucsd.edu/irps/faculty/bfwalter/data.html.
depth details regarding the coding rules for the dependent
variable, as well as for the independent variables, are also
available on this website, as well as on the website of
Journal of Peace Research.

Measuring the IndependentVariables
To determine if the issues driving the initial
war affected the likelihood of subsequent
wars,two differentvariableswereincludedin
the analysis. First, if the combatants broke
down along ethnic lines, or a faction defined
itself as a separateethnic group, it was coded
as an Ethnic Civil War,all other wars were
coded as non-ethnic.12Second, the demands
of the rebels in the original war were also
recorded to determine what effect they had
on the likelihood of additional wars. If the
rebels initiated the war to obtain anything
less than total control over the government
(i.e. political reform, land reform, territorial
autonomy, etc.) the war was coded as involving Non- Total Goals.1These conflicts were
12 Cases were coded based on information obtained from
Keesing's Contemporary Archives and individual case
histories.
13 Cases were coded based on the stated aims of the rebels
at the beginning of the conflict rather than the stated goals
of the government, since it is the rebels who almost always
initiate a war and are therefore likely to define its parameters. Keesing's Contemporary Archives and individual
case histories were once again used as sources.
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expected to have a lower rate of recurrence
than those fought in pursuit of more
absolute goals. All other wars were coded as
having TotalGoals.14One potential problem
with coding rebel goals based on the stated
aims of the movement is that leaders may
strategicallymisrepresenttheir aims in order
to obtain a better settlement down the road.
In this case, leaders may publicly demand
more extreme concessions from the government, only to reduce these demands in giveand-take negotiations later on. While
strategic misrepresentationalmost certainly
occurs, there remains considerablevariation
in the rangeof rebel demands acrosscases. In
fact, rebel movements publicly sought
limited aims in almost half of all civil wars
fought between 1946 and 1996.15 If the
theory is valid, we should still observe variation in the outbreak of renewed war
between those cases where the rebels
demanded total versus non-total goals.
The second set of independent variables
focused on the impact of war costs on
renewed war. High costs were expected to
have at least one of three effects. First, they
could create a desire for revenge. Second,
they could increasewar fatigue. Third, they
could provide important information about
the likely outcome of a futurewar.To engage
each of these possibilities, three variables
were included in the analysis.The first, the
number of War-RelatedDeaths that took
place during a war, was measuredas a continuous variable that ranged from a low of
1,000 battle deaths, to a high of more than

14 In addition to this dummy variable,two additional
measuresof goalswereanalyzedthatdifferentiatedbetween
differentlevelsof rebelaims. These measuresincludedan
indicatorof territorialgoals (coded 1 if the rebelssought
greaterterritorialautonomy/separation,0 otherwise),and
a categoricalindicatorof goals (coded 1 if the war was
fought overpoliticalreform,2 if overterritorialautonomy
or separation,3 if overfull controlof the government,and
4 for social revolution).No significantdifferencesto the
substantiveresultsemerged.
15Rebeldemandswerelimited in 26 of 58 civilwars(45%
of the cases).

EXPLAINING RECURRING CIVIL WAR

1.25 million deaths.16The second, a measure
of the Duration of War,varied from a low of
one week to a high of 396 months. Both
measureswere obtained from the Correlates
of War dataset.The third criterion,Displaced
People,was obtained from Sambanis (2000)
and measured the number of people displaced both internallyand externallydue to
the war.All three of these variableswere logtransformed.17

The final set of variables focused on
factors associated with the resolution or
outcome of the original war. One logic
suggests that if grievances surrounding the
earlierwar are resolved, renewed war should
be less likely. Two measureswere used in an
attempt to isolate the effect of grievanceresolution on war recurrence.The first, Grievance Settled, was a dummy variable
constructed from a varietyof sourcesincludArchives,the Iniing Keesing'sContemporary
tiative on Conflict Resolution and Ethnicity,
the African Centre for the ConstructiveResolution of Disputes, and individual case
histories. This variable was coded 1 if the
terms of a treaty addressedand resolved the
main rebel grievancesthat were stated at the
beginning of the war, and 0 otherwise.
Grievanceswere considered settled if a final
peace treaty included provisions that
specifically addressed these issues, or if the
rebels won a decisive military victory and
were thereforeable to unilaterallyimplement
these changes on their own.
Another potentially relevantfactor associated with the outcome of the original war is
the decisiveness of victory. Wars that ended
with one side dominating the other were
presumed to leave little opportunity or
incentive for the weaker side to renew the
16 It should be
emphasizedthat accuratecounts of warrelated deaths are notoriously difficult to obtain. Many
deaths go unreported,while others are either under- or
over-reportedfor strategic reasons. For a detailed discussionof how the CoW projectattemptedto correctthis
problem,see Small & Singer(1982: 70-77).
17 Alternateanalyseswith these three variablesnot logtransformedled to identicalconclusions.
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war.Thus, each regressionincludes a dummy
variableindicatingwhether the war ended in
a Decisive Victory(for either side) or not.18
The second measureattempted to address
the notion that settlements based on some
form of Partition between or among the
combatants would be more likely to bring
peace. Here I used the definition first presented by Sambanis (2000) where partition
is defined as a war outcome that involves
both border adjustment and demographic
changes.Warsare coded 1 if an event of partition is observed, 0 otherwise. One
problem, however, exists with coding partition this way. Civil wars that end in partition
could not, by these coding rules, experience
a second civil war, since any additional war
between the two combatants would be
defined as an interstatewar. To account for
this problem, all cases of war between
previous combatants were included in the
dataset, even if partition had occurred.19
Finally, to address the idea that the
economic and political conditions on the
ground at any given point in time are likely
to affect the ability of rebel leadersto recruit
soldiers, I include two sets of factors. The
first addressesquality of life issues. Several
different measureswere used to test whether
living standardsinfluence the likelihood of
renewed war. In the main analysis that
follows, I include a measure of the Infant
Mortality Rate (deaths per 1,000) in each
country in each year.To test for the robustness of this theory,I substitutedmeasuresfor
Life Expectancy (measured at birth), the
percent of Adult Illiteracy, and Real
GDP/capita- all measured in each country
I8 In an alternate test. decisive victories by the government
were distinguished from decisive victories for the rebels.
These tests indicate that the effects of a decisive victory are
the same regardless of who wins. Source: Sambanis (2000),
Variable OUTCOME2. Note this dataset is posted on the
World Bank website: http://econ.worldbank.org/view.
php?topic= 19&type= 18&id= 13218.
19
Only one case, Croatia and former Yugoslavia, suffered
from this problem. It was included in the dataset as a
separate observation.
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in eachyear.Since each of these variableswas
highly correlated, they were not included
simultaneously in the model and were
instead used in alternate analyses. I also
tested the effects of a scale that combined
infant mortality, life expectancy, and adult
illiteracy.Data on each of these measureswas
obtained from the Socio-Economic Data
Division of the World Bank's International
Economics Department.
The second factor that should affectindividual citizens'decision to re-enlist(and thus
the likelihood of renewed war) is political
openness. Countries with few nonviolent
outlets for citizens to seek governmental
reform should be more susceptible to
renewed war than those with more open
systems. Three alternate measures were
tested to see if 'voice' had any effect on
renewedwar: (1) an overallDemocracy/Autocracyscale from the Polity III dataset; (2) a
measureof ExecutiveConstraintson a government's executive branch - also from Polity
III; and (3) a measure of Political Openness
published by FreedomHouse (alsoknown as
the Gastil Index). Since all three measures
were highly correlated and because the
Democracy/Autocracyscorewas availablefor
almost all of the cases, only this score was
used in the final analysis.
Finally, three additional variables were
incorporated in the model as controls. A
from the
measure of the ethnicheterogeneity
Vanhanen(1999) datasetwas includedin the
model to see if countries with greaterracial,
religious,and linguistic divisions were prone
to a greaternumber of conflicts.20A second
control variablewas included to account for
a finding by Fearon& Laitin (2003) that the
number of civil wars per year has increased
over the last fifty years. In order to address
this increaseover time, I included a variable
20In alternatetests, a differentmeasureof diversitywithin
a nation - the commonly used Ethnolinguistic
Fractionalization Index (ELF index) - was included. The results
remainedthe same.
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indicating the year under observation.
Finally, in line with Beck, Katz & Tucker
(1998), I included both a count of the
number of yearsfrom the end of the original
conflict, peace years, and a natural cubic
spline of peace years in order to assess how
war recurrenceis related to the duration of
postwarpeace.21

Findings
Why do some countriesexperiencerecurring
civil war while others do not? Model 1 in
Table I shows the resultsof a logit regression
with Subsequent War as the dependent
variable.22It tests a seriesof factorsrelatedto
the originalwarand anotherseriesof measures
relatedto currentliving conditionsto see how
each affectsthe propensityfor any type of civil
war to occur in any given year after combatants have agreedto end the previouscivil war.
Two conclusions can be drawn from this
analysis.23 First, civil war recurrence is
related to some of the characteristicsof a
previouswar.Two factors (durationand partition) had a significant effect on whether a
given country experienced multiple civil
wars. In the first case, longer and presumably
more costly wars reducedthe likelihood that
a country would face a second, third, or
21A comparisonof the fit of the model with the splines
and one without indicated that the war recurrencewas
non-linearlyrelatedto peace durationand thus that the
splines should be included.All splines in the subsequent
tables allowedfor four knots, placed at 5, 9, 16, and 26
yearsof peace.The numberof knots and severaldifferent
knot placementswere tested to try to determinethe best
fit. I also repeatedthe analysisusing two differentspecifications(onewith temporaldummyvariablesfor eachpeace
yearincludedand one with only the continuouspeaceyears
variableincluded)and found that theyled to identicalsubstantivefindings.
22The regressionsuse Huber/Whitestandarderrorswith
clusteringby country to take into account the non-independenceof multiplecasesfrom the same country.
23 In alternateanalyses,I employedthe same independent
variablesusing a standardsurvivalmodel to predict the
numberof peaceyearsaftereachcivilwar.As expected,the
conclusionswere identical (Beck, Katz & Tucker,1998).
The samesets of factorsthat lead to recurringcivil war are
relatedto the durationof post-conflictpeace.

fourth conflict.24 This findings mirrors
findings by Mason & Fett (1996) and
Sambanis (2000) that longer wars are less
likely to recur.This relationshipsuggeststhat
longer warsmay be deterringadditionalchallenges either because resourcesand support
have been depleted or because better information on relativecapabilitiesand resolve is
availableto potential combatants.Additional
tests would be requiredto determine which
of these two mechanisms is actually at play.
Partition was also highly significant.25
Governments that had agreed to partition
their country as a result of one war were
significantly more likely to face additional
wars. This finding stands in contrast to predictions made by Kaufmann that partition
promotes long-term peace, but is compatible
with Walter's(2004) expectation that partition would encourage copy-cat movements.
Government concessions over territory in
one case appearto encourageadditionalchallengers to initiate their own demands.26
In contrast, all of the other factorsrelated
to the originalwar appearto have little effect
on the re-emergenceof violence. Warsfought
for total goals, or between different ethnic
groups27were no more likely to recur than
wars fought over less demanding issues, or
between the same ethnic group. Finally,the
costs incurred during a previous war
24

In a related study on the duration of peace, Fortna
(2002) found that longer wars broughtlonger periodsof
postwarpeace,and Hartzell,Hoddie & Rothchild(2001)
found that longerwarswere more likely to lead to longer
periodsof peaceifa war ended in a negotiatedsettlement.
Doyle & Sambanis (2000), however, found only weak
support for the hypothesisthat longer wars deter future
conflict, and Dubey (2002) found no relationshipat all.
25Sambanis(2000) had similarfindingsin a study of the
effect of partitionon ethnic war recurrence.In a study of
ethnic civil wars since 1944, he found that partition in
these caseswas positivelycorrelatedwith war recurrence.
26
In an unrelatedproject,Walter(2004) hasdemonstrated
that governmentsappearto take this into account when
determiningwhat concessions,if any, to make.
27Although Collier & Hoeffler (2001) found that countriesin which the largestethnic groupconstitutes45-90%
of the populationaresignificantlymorelikelyto experience
civil war.
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(measuredin terms of battle deaths) had no
real effect on the likelihood that anotherwar
would occur.28Since the different measures
of costs arerelatedand at least somewhatcorrelated, I reranthe analysiswith each separately. I also created an additional variable,
war intensity, which was battle deaths
divided by war duration. Only duration was
significantlyrelatedto future conflict in any
of these different specifications. This
supports the interpretation that duration
serves an important information-revealing
role in civil war.
Similarly,other than the effects of partition, there was no clearrelationshipbetween
how a war ended and subsequentwar.29Wars
in which the main grievancesremainedunresolved were no more prone to repeat themselves than those that did not. Whether a
previous war ended with a decisive victory
also had little impact on the likelihood of
renewed violence.30It is interesting to note,
however, that a change in the balance of
power between the two combatants over
time may have a significant effect on the
outbreak of renewed violence that is not
captured in this static measure of the
outcome of a civil war.31
28 Sambanis(2000) and
Doyle & Sambanis(2000) both
found a significantand positive relationshipbetween the
human costs of warand war recurrence.
29Again, since the differentmeasuresof war outcome are
correlated,I reranthe analysiswith eachmeasureseparately
but found that this made no differenceto the results.
30Doyle & Sambanis(2000) had a similarfindingin their
study of factorsrelatedto peacebuildingin the aftermath
of civil war.They found that a decisivemilitaryvictoryfor
either side was completely unrelated to whether war
recurred.Licklider (1995), Dubey (2002), and Fortna
(2002), however,found that civil wars that ended in a
militaryvictoryweresignificantlyless likely to be followed
by additionalwarsthan warsthat did not.
31 In an interestingstudyof interstatewars.Werner(1999)
found that a changein the relativepower of the belligerents in the aftermathof war was more likely to lead to
recurringwar than a decisive military victory. This is
because the increasinglystrongerparty to a conflict has
incentivesto renegotiatethe terms of the previouspeace
settlementin its favoras its powerincreases.This relationship is not capturedin my model, althoughthe logic of the
underlyingargumentshould hold equallywell in the case
of recurringcivil war.
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The second important conclusion to
emerge from Model 1 is that currentliving
conditions do play a significant role in
whether additional civil wars occur. Higher
infant mortality rates in the years after the
end of the firstwar are positivelyand significantly related to renewed war.32This lends
support to the idea that individuals choose
to re-enlist with rebel organizations when
conditions at home are dire.
A lack of democracy or voice, at least as
measuredhere, did not appear to be closely
linked to the renewal of conflict. As we will
see later, however, when the non-linear
effects of democracy are assessed, ties
between democracy and subsequentconflict
do emerge.
Since it is difficult to interpretthe magnitude of these effects from the logit regression
shown above, Table II converts the significant coefficients from Model 1 into predicted probabilities. In each case, all of the
other variablesareheld constant at valuesfor
a hypothetical median case.33
Table II indicates that all three factors
highlighted can greatly increase or decrease
the likelihood of subsequentwar. Countries
with a high infant mortality rate (measured
as the 75th percentile) more than triple the
odds that war will recur in any given year,
compared to countries with a low infant
mortality rate (measured as the 25th percentile). Countries that fight long wars are
over five times less likely to returnto war in
a given year than countries that fight short
civil wars. And governments that end one
32 Elbadawi & Sambanis
(2002) had similar findings.
Using a cross-sectional time-series dataset with five-year
frequency covering the period 1960-99, they found that
greater economic development reduces the risk of the
initial onset of civil war.
3 The values for this median case are: ethnicity (0), extent
of goals (.66), logged battle deaths per 1,000 (2.44), logged
displaced persons (7.33), grievances settled (0), decisive
victory (1), ethnic heterogeneity (43.7), year (1980), and
peace years (16). These probabilities are calculated using a
simulation procedure developed by King, Tomz & Wittenberg (2000).
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Table I.

EXPLAINING RECURRING CIVIL WAR

Determinants of Subsequent Civil War

Model2

Model3

-.15 (.69)
-1.50 (.80)

.28 (.89)
-1.33 (.95)

Model1
Characteristics of previous war
Underlying issues:
Ethnic conflict
Total goals
Costs of war:
Battle deaths/1,000b
Duration of warb

.16 (.68)
-1.36 (.74)

Displaced personsb
War resolution:
Decisive victory (1 - yes)
Grievances settled (1 - yes)
Partition
Living conditions
Infant mortalitya
Life expectancya
Illiteracya
Level of democracya
Change in infant mortalitya
Change in democracya

.12 (.16)
-.46 (.17)
.04 (.05)

.08 (.15)
-.46 (.17)**
.03 (.05)

-.93 (.78)
.23 (.69)
2.08 (.94)*

-.99 (.80)
.32 (.67)
2.27 (.93)*

.02 (.01)**

.17 (.66)
-1.26 (.76)
.05 (.17)
-.42 (.18)*
.06 (.05)
-.86 (.77)
.19 (.69)
2.02 (.99)*

.017 (.007)**

-.10 (.04)**

-

-1.04 (.88)
.75 (.87)
1.87(1.31)

-

-

-

.10 (.21)
-.64 (.23)**
.10 (.07)

Model4

.037 (.019)*
.05 (.06)

.04 (.05)
(.05)

-

.04 (.05)
.04

-

-

-

-

.04 (.05)
.054 (.024)*
.06 (.07)

Controls:
Ethnic heterogeneity
Year
Peace years
Spline (1)
Spline (2)
Spline (3)
Spline (4)
Constant
N (war occurrences)
N

-.002 (.01)
.02 (.03)
-.72 (.34)*
1.05 (.58)
1.27 (.51)
.57 (.33)
.63 (.37)
-5.64 (2.01)
22

-.01 (.01)
.02 (.03)
-.72 (.34)*
1.05 (.58)
1.27 (.51)*
.59 (.34)
.63 (.37)
2.06 (2.87)
22

1,073

1,061

-.009 (.01)
.04 (.03)
-.60 (.39)
.81 (.71)
1.06 (.58)
.50 (.39)
.49 (.42)
-5.96 (2.47)
21
999

.001 (.01)
.02 (.03)
-.67 (.36)
.44 (.73)
1.21 (.54)*
.54 (.36)
.51 (.38)
-3.10 (2.36)
22
1,008

a Laggedone year;b

Logged.
Logisticregression.Figuresarecoefficientswith standarderrorsin parentheses.
*p <.05;
**p <.01.
StataVII was used to generatethe statisticalresults.

civil war via partition increasealmost tenfold means that the odds of eventuallyreturning
the odds that they will face another violent to war are much higher.34
challenge.
Readersshould also not be misled by the
low percentagesin Table II. Even though, in
anygivenyear,the probabilityof returningto
war is small, these probabilities cumulate 34Thus even though, on average,acrossthe 58 countries
in the datasetthere is only a 1.8 probabilityof returning
over time. Thus, even a small increasein the to war in any givenyear,21 of them (36%)eventuallyface
probability of going to war in a given year renewedconflict.
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Table II.

Probability of a Subsequent War

Variable
Infant mortality
Low (41/1,000)
High (116/1,000)
Change in probability
Duration logged
Short (0)
Long (3.99)
Change in probability
Partition
No
Yes
Change in probability

Probabilityof
war
subsequent
0.5
1.7
1.2
2.7
0.5
-2.2
0.8
7.7
6.9

Probabilitiesarecalculatedvaryingparticularindependent
variablesfrom the 25th to 75th percentileswhile holding
othervariablesat valuesconstantat a hypotheticalmedian
caseusing a simulationproceduredevelopedby King,
Tomz & Wittenberg(2000).

RobustnessChecks
It remains unclear, however, which of the
quality-of-life measures are more critical in
the decision to fight, since only infant mortality is included in Model 1. Models 2 and
3 in Table I addressthis issue by looking at
the effects of life expectancy and adult illiteracy on the likelihood of subsequent war.
What becomes clearwhen each of these variables is included in a separateanalysisis that
a wide varietyof quality-of-life measuresare
significantly related to war recurrence.Life
expectancy and adult illiteracy are both
significant or nearlysignificant (p = .055 for
illiteracy) when substituted for infant mortality in the basic model. This suggests that
higher levels of individual well-being,
however measured, reduce the odds of
additional civil wars.35
35Alternatetestssuggestedthat wealth, (GDP per capita),
had a similarif more muted effect on the likelihood of
renewedwar.As GDP was unavailablefor abouthalfof the
country years,it was not included in the final model. A
combined index of infant mortality,life expectancy,and
illiteracyalso had a significantand pronouncedeffect on
the odds of returningto war.

What is less clear at this point is whether
citizens care more about the change in their
living standards over time or whether
absolute living standards mattered more
when determining whether to rebel. Model
4 in Table I tackles this question. Although
the small number of cases and a fair degree
of collinearitymake it extremelydifficult to
adjudicate between the two different
accounts, the resultssuggest that individuals
respond both to absolute quality of life and
to changes over time in quality of life. A
measureof change in infant mortalityin the
precedingtwo yearsis significantlyrelatedto
the onset of subsequent war. In particular,
countries that experience relatively sharp
increasesin infant mortality are more prone
to renewed war.36These results suggest that
individuals turn to violence because their
overall quality of life is low and also, potentially, because they believe conditions are
declining ratherthan improving.
Finally,it is worth noting that only one of
the differentmeasuresof democracytested in
Table I had a significant relationshipto war
recurrence.Later, I attempt to assess more
carefullywhen democracy may be relatedto
war recurrence.
Resuming Old Warsvs. StartingNew
Wars
An additionalrefinementof the analysispresented in Table I is necessary.Countriesthat
experiencemultiple civil wars do not always
experience the same type of war. One could
argue that the conditions that lead to repeat
warsare likely to be differentfrom those that
lead to brand new civil wars. Table III
This relationshipbetween worsening conditions and
subsequentwarcontinuesto hold if one focuseson changes
in life expectancyor changesin adultilliteracy.It alsoholds
if one focuseson changesin the last five yearsratherthan
in the last two years.It does not, however,hold if one looks
and
at the rateof changebetweenthe currentcountry-year
the firstyearafterthe originalwar,makingone less confident about the robustnessof this finding. In all of these
different specifications,absolute conditions retain their
significance.
36
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Table III.

Determinants of Subsequent Civil War: Non-Linear Effects of Democracy

Repeatwar

New war

.69 (.67)
-1.685 (.945)

-2.64 (1.63)
-1.78 (1.49)

-.10 (.26)
-.29 (.23)
.12 (.07)

.55 (.35)
-1.09 (.49)*
.01 (.12)

-1.10 (.87)
.32 (.62)
1.91 (.91)*

-1.48 (1.04)
.50 (.43)
.61 (1.26)

#
-2.49 (1.83)
6.15 (2.44)*

.018 (.006)**
-2.058 (1.139)
-1.00 (.565)

.017 (.008)*
-1.32 (1.24)
-.78 (.74)

.031 (.016)
#
-1.65 (1.07)

wars
All subsequent
Characteristics of previous war
Underlying issues:
Ethnic conflict
Total goals
Costs of war:
Battle deaths/1,000b
Duration of war b
Displaced persons b
War resolution:
Decisive victory (1 - yes)
Grievances settled (1 - yes)
Partition
Living conditions
Infant mortalitya
Clear democracy
Clear autocracy
Controls:
Ethnic heterogeneity
Year

Peaceyears
Spline (1)
Spline (2)
Spline (3)
Spline (4)
Constant
N (war occurrences)
N

.24 (.64)
-1.73 (.78)*
.12 (.17)
-.440 (.176)*
.04 (.05)

-.01 (.01)
.02 (.03)

-.01 (.01)
.01 (.04)

-.73 (.33)*
1.16 (.57)*

-.721 (.407)
1.215 (.686)

1.31
.59
.71
-4.86

(.51)*
(.33)
(.37)
(2.07)*
22
1,127

1.28 (.618)*
.689 (.406)
.33 (.71)
-5.91 (2.73)*
14
1127

.004 (.024)
.07 (.07)

.55 (.67)
-1.33 (1.06)
-.01
-.87
-.28
-8.75

(.70)
(.70)
(.68)
(4.29)*
8
846

year;b Logged.
Logisticregression.Figuresarecoefficientswith standarderrorsin parentheses.
*p <.05;
**p < .01.
# Predictsoutcomeperfectly;variableis excluded.

a Laggedone

explicitly distinguishes between the two
different kinds of wars. In the second
column, I look at the factors that predict
Repeat Wars,where the conflict is between
the original combatants over essentially the
same sets of issues, and in the third column,
I focus on New Wars,where the subsequent
conflict is between a differentset of combatants from the originalwar.37
The results in Table III suggest that for
the most part the factors that lead the same
37Given the small numberof new wars (8), it is particularlydifficultto model their causes,so the resultsin Table
III should be readwith some caution.

combatants to go back to war are fairly
similar to the factors that lead new combatants to start a war. In particular,'misery'or
quality of life is a criticalfactor in both types
of war. Basic living conditions were related
both to whether new combatants initiated
violent civil conflict and to whether the same
combatants returned to war. Countries with
low rates of infant mortality were markedly
less likely to have civil war re-emerge.The
same results were obtained when life
expectancy and adult illiteracy were independently substituted for infant mortality.
The results in Table III do, however,hint
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at some interesting and potentially important differencesbetween the factorsthat cause
the two types of war. Surprisingly,there is
little to no relationship between factors
related to the old war and the repetition of
that same war.The goals of the originalcombatants, their ethnicity, the costs of the
previous war (both duration and battle
deaths), and the degree to which rebel grievances were settled appearto have little effect
on the re-emergenceof that war. Thus, the
attributesof a previouswar do not appearto
doom combatantsto enter a cycle of repeated
violence. However, some of the features of
the previous war appearto be related to the
onset of a new civil war. Specifically,partition and duration were significantly related
to the onset of a new civil war.At firstglance,
this finding might appear peculiar. If
anything, the attributes of a previous war
should be relatedto a repetition of the same
war, not a new one. This finding, however,is
consistent with theories that focus on the
effects of uncertaintyon war initiation. Long
wars and wars in which the government is
willing to part with land reveal important
private information about a government's
willingness to fight, and its willingness to
make concessions over territory.Thus, while
short wars certainly have their merits, and
partition has been advocated as a means to
prevent additionalwars, both appearto have
the undesirableeffect of triggeringadditional
wars.
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between democracy and violence may be
more complex than the simple linear
measure I have used to this point. Hegre et
al. (2001) and Muller & Weede (1990) both
argue that the relationship between democratic openness and violent conflict may be
somewhat U-shaped, with clear democracies
and clear autocraciesless likely to experience
violent internal conflict than those in the
middle. In Table III, I also test this proposition against the three dependent variables
(Subsequent Wars, Repeat Wars, and New
Wars).In each case, I include dummy variables for clear democraciesand clear autocracies and leave the third category,
semi-democracies,as the excluded comparison group.38
The results are not consistent across all
types of wars, but there is, nevertheless,a
clearindication that true democraciesareless
likely to experience renewed civil war than
semi-democracies.39When all types of subsequent conflict areconsidered,as in the first
column, the differences between democracies and semi-democracies are not quite
significant (p = .07) but the effects arelarge.
In the median case, true democracieshave
less than a half a percentchance of ending in
conflict in a given year compared to almost
a two and a half percent chance for semidemocracies. There appears to be no
relationshipbetween the level of democracy
and the case of repeat wars, but democracy
powerfully predicts the initiation of new
wars. In fact, acrossthe entire dataset,a new
civil war is never initiated in a true democContrastingDemocracies,Autocracies,
and Semi-Democracies
racy and thus the variable itself has to be
Earlier in the article, I argued that regime dropped from the model in the thirdcolumn
type should affect the average person's (see also Dubey, 2002). The effects for
decision to enlist in a rebel army or not.
Individualsshould be more willing to initiate 38 True democraciesscore a 6 or above on the democracy-autonomyCoW scale,true autocraciesscorea -6 or
violent challenges in countries where there below
score, and semi-democraciesare everything in
arefew opportunitiesfor citizens to influence between.
the actions of government.The resultsto this 39 In an alternate specification, I included both a lagged
democracy score and a squared democracy term and found
point have not supported this prediction.
that the results were consistent with the results presented
One explanation is that the relationship in Table III.
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autocracyare not quite as clear.In two of the
three cases, the sign on the autocracy
coefficient is in the expected direction
(negative) and approachingstandardsignificance levels.
Other studies have found an inverted Ushaped relationship between the degree of
democracyand the initiation of civil war,but
their interpretationsare different. Fearon &
Laitin (2003) argue that this relationship
exists because anocracies (or semi-democracies) areweak regimesthat lack the resources
necessaryto repressor crush potential rebel
movements. Hegre et al. (2001) make the
related argument that the most autocratic
regimes can repressdissent better than institutions that mix democratic and autocratic
features. Although it is unclear which
mechanism is at work, the fact that only
mature democraciesare able to avoid repeat
civil wars indicates that the ability of individuals to participate in government could
play an important role in their decision to
support rebel movements or not.
Thus, it may be that liberal democracies
are reallythe only types of regimes that can
truly insulate themselves from violent
internalchallenges.This suggeststhat citizens
who are able to express their preferences
about alternativepolicies and leaders,who are
guaranteedcivil liberties in their daily lives
and in acts of political participation,are less
likely to become soldiers.40Offering citizens
a real outlet for their concerns and having a
government that is open to democratic
changeconsiderablyreducesthe likelihood of
a civil war, whether or not a country had
alreadyexperienceda previouswar.

Conclusion
This article attempts to explain why some
countries seem to be able to escape the
conflict trap and others not. It offers an
40 Elbadawi (2001) found similar evidence for poverty and
the risk of war, and political rights and the risk of war.
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explanation that stresses the role individual
citizens play in deciding whether to join a
rebel army, thus allowing a civil war to get
under way. Citizens whose quality of life
remains at a criticallylow level and who are
given little or no additional access to central
decisionmakingshould be much more likely
to re-enlistin a rebel organizationthan those
citizens whose welfarehas improved, or who
have the ability to participatein a competitive political process.
The empirical findings presented in the
articlesupport the idea that living conditions
that favor individual enlistment in rebel
armies - namely low quality of life and
barriersto political participation- can help
predict which countries will continue to
experiencecivil war and which will not. The
likelihood of returning to war was both a
function of the basic well-being of the
country'spopulation and the accessibilityof
government decisionmaking to the average
citizen.
The analysis, however, also showed that
two factors associatedwith an earlierwar do
appear to encourage new combatants to
initiate their own war. Governments that
fought a short war against one set of challengers and governments that ended a
previous war in partition were significantly
more likely to face a violent challenge from
a new rebel group. This supports the idea
that the outcome and duration of an earlier
war can play an important signaling role to
other challengersin their decision to act or
remain at peace. One war does appear to
provide important information to other
potential combatants about the potential
costs and outcome of their own contest.
The next and potentially more difficult
question is how to get leaders from these
war-torn countries to open up their political
systems and improve the individual welfare
of their people when it is not alwaysin their
immediate interests to give up power or
redistribute resources. Simply informing
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